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Kolbe RTM Index Results
Sample Person

Relationship to: Significant Other 

Simplify Maintain Modify Restore

Conative
Expectations:

This Kolbe R index result indicates Sample Person's
conative requirements for a Significant Other. 
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What You'd Like To Be Able To Count On

There are times when the response you want from your Significant Other is more a type or
approach than a particular answer. In such situations your preference usually will be that your
Significant Other:

CONSISTENTLY
CONCISELY
SYSTEMATICALLY

EFFICIENTLY
DEPENDABLY
THEORETICALLY

COMPREHENSIVELY
CAUTIOUSLY
ROUTINELY

FLUENTLY
ADVENTUROUSLY
CONCEPTUALLY

FLEXIBLY
RAPIDLY
INVENTIVELY

SPONTANEOUSLY
IMAGINATIVELY
INTUITIVELY

SKILLFULLY
TECHNICALLY
HANDILY

TANGIBLY
MECHANICALLY
DEXTEROUSLY

DEMONSTRABLY
STURDILY
STRENUOUSLY

While many people seem to be searching for a Significant Other who is a "10" in everything, such a
person neither exists nor would you really want them around if they did! They'd be taking all the
initiative, never responding to your way of taking action, not avoiding problems caused by
overdoing. Be glad your Significant Other keeps things from getting bogged down because of a
natural tendency to avoid:

GETTING BOGGED DOWN IN DETAIL
HAVING TO JUSTIFY
STRATEGIZING THE WAY THEY DO THINGS
EXPLAINING FROM EXPERIENCE
HAVING TO WORK WITHIN PRIORITIES
DEALING PRIMARILY WITH PRACTICALITIES
ASSESSING SPECIFIC PROBABILITIES
RESEARCHING WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE



Defining Your Desires
You want a person who is highly accommodating and is willing to respond by doing things in whatever
manner is necessary. Rather than seeking an Significant Other who initiates action through some type of
effort, your desire is a Significant Other who responds as things happen. This hard-to-find approach
offers you the assurance of support however you need to tackle tasks. The ability to finish what you
start, assess the options you supply, and fix the equipment around your house would make you pleased
with this relationship. It's not that you're looking for a less dominant sort or prefer to call all the shots, it's
more a matter of desiring a team player who doesn't have to be out front to share equally in your
activities.

You'd like your Significant Other to help get consensus from others in your life and how you're all going
to function cooperatively. Building bridges with other people is an important contribution for your
Significant Other to provide. It would work well for you if he/she would keep notes, track results, check
out possibilities, and make sure equipment is in working order, but most of all, you want someone who
doesn't resist participating by doing whatever needs to be done or demand things be done a certain way.

It would be terrific if you could count on your Significant Other to interpret you to the world! You want
someone who will mediate on your behalf with others when your way of doing things is at odds with
theirs. You also don't want to be badgered by your Significant Other to conform to his/her methods of
operation. You'd rather play the hand and have him/her follow suit. That doesn't mean your Significant
Other couldn't be the one to determine the bid.



Some customers who purchased the Kolbe R index also purchased:

Takes Two Report
Takes Two is a fun and fast way to learn about each
other. You'll get tips to work better together and learn
what to let go of, and what to hold on to.

Kolbe A Index
Measures your instinctive method of
operation which allows you to be most
productive and satisfied.

Powered by Instinct
You know your natural
instincts, now learn
how to power them!
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https://www.takestwo.com/
https://www.kolbe.com/takeA
https://www.amazon.com/Powered-Instinct-Rules-Trusting-Your/dp/0971799911/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1532637565&sr=8-1&keywords=powered+by+instinct

